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Dear Friends of The Faris Foundation,

In 2021, our wings unfolded and we took flight. We started The Faris
Foundation exactly three years ago – on February 1, 2019 – as a labor of
deep love, abiding hope, and service. The words bequeathed to us by
our Chief Angel Officer, Faris D. Virani, give us unwavering clarity of
vision and purpose: to bring brighter days and better treatments to
children with cancer. 

With this faith and inspiration, we have ascended to new heights and
achieved transformative outcomes for children and families affected by
childhood cancer. Our 2021 Impact Report will highlight the progress
being made through our bold and ambitious investments in childhood
cancer research, healing arts programs at children’s cancer centers,
and public awareness of childhood cancer. 

In the area of research, our deep investment in the HEROS 3.0 project is
now a Phase I clinical trial – the first of its kind, harnessing the power of
personalized medicine and immunotherapy for children. This trial is
now recruiting patients from around the world, delivering with it HOPE. 

Our arts program has expanded from one cancer center to three,
bringing the healing power of art to MD Anderson Children’s Cancer
Hospital and Mount Sinai Kravis Children’s Hospital, in addition to Texas
Children’s Cancer Center. When you see the robust impact of these
programs, you will understand why every child deserves access to art as
a part of their treatment plan.

FROM THE DESK OF 

THE FARIS FOUNDATION

FEBRUARY 1 ,  2022

CHIEF ANGEL OFFICER

FARIS D. VIRANI



We are shining brighter than ever for Childhood Cancer Awareness,
and our golden community has grown with new partners: Wendy’s
restaurants, hotels, school districts, museums, artists – like artist Roni
Cabrera of HTX Art Bus, who brought the GOLD Art Bus with magical
art-making opportunities to over 2000 families throughout the month
of September. And we held our first ever Brighter Days Golf Classic,
which was a sold out hit! 

Faris’ original and provocative words continue to anchor us but also
give us the courage to take flight. This is only possible thanks to friends
like you, our cadre of advocates, volunteers, and partners who share so
generously in support of our mission. We are deeply humbled and
grateful that you choose to invest in The Faris Foundation. 

As Heaven and Earth work together – and with your light
accompanying us – we will continue with fierce hope, steadfast
devotion, and Grace to bring brighter days and better treatments to
children with cancer.

Going with the flow,
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Asha J .  V i rani ,  MD
Mommy to Chief  Angel  Off icer ,  Far is  D.  V irani

The Faris Foundation



OUR GUIDING
LIGHT
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The words of
Faris D. Virani

Our commitment to childhood cancer research is unique and deeply
personal. Our Chief Angel Officer’s words give us clarity on the research
we support. We carefully select original and transformative research in
areas where there is high need and a high potential for impact – as if
our child’s life depends on it.

“Mommy, cancer is not hard.”

“Art is my life.”

“When I grow up, I  will  let there be GOLD.”

We believe every child with cancer should have access to art as a part of
their plan of care. We witnessed the healing power of art in Faris’ cancer
journey. These experiences, along with a growing body of scientific
research, confirm that art – in all forms – can be transformative in the
lives of children and families.

September is National Childhood Cancer Awareness Month, represented
by the gold ribbon. Faris was always bewildered why more people did not
recognize and honor this symbolic color and its cause. We raise awareness
of childhood cancer and galvanize communities around the cause.



WHERE THE MONEY GOES

Childhood
Cancer
Research Art Is My Life

Let There Be
GOLD

53%
43%

4%

2 0 2 1  T O T A L  S P E N D I N G
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We treat every dollar as if it comes from a child's
piggy bank. 

That means 100% of your support brings brighter days
and better treatments to children with cancer. 

Every dollar raised goes directly towards our program
areas, and we are prudent stewards of your giving. 



CHILDHOOD CANCER
RESEARCH
“We invest in research is as if our child's life depends on it.” 
– Asha J. Virani, MD

$1.4 million over three years (2021-2023),
supporting a clinical trial of a novel form of
immunotherapy for children with recurrent
or refractory sarcomas.

Awarded to Dr. Meenakshi Hegde (Baylor
College of Medicine; Texas Children's Cancer
Center), with Dr. Shoba Navai as a co-leader
of the trial.

The HEROS 3.0 trial was activated in
December 2021, and is the first-in-human
study of HER2 chimeric antigen receptor T
cells in combination with immune
checkpoint blockade to treat advanced
sarcoma. 

To make this research accessible, we have
released a series of short videos explaining
the groundbreaking HEROS 3.0 trial (visit
TheFarisFoundation.org).

This landmark trial is now recruiting participants, harnessing the power of
precision medicine and immunotherapy for pediatric cancer patients – and
bringing hope where there is none. 

HEROS 3.0 Research Grant
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CHILDHOOD CANCER
RESEARCH

Faris D. Virani Ewing Sarcoma Center
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Under the leadership of Dr. Jason
Yustein, the Faris D. Virani Ewing
Sarcoma Center continues to
make trailblazing advancements
in the research and treatment of
Ewing sarcoma. 

The Center's undergraduate
internship program cultivates and
inspires the next generation of
researchers and scientists who will
change the trajectory of pediatric
cancer. The 2021 intern cohort
included Simran Jatar and Ashley
Brown, both survivors of Ewing
sarcoma.

Simran Jatar (Georgetown University), Ashley Brown
(Northwestern University), Sam Baron (Rice University)



ART IS MY LIFE
Creative arts programs at children's cancer centers

2021 Programs and Partnerships

The Faris Foundation works to embed Masters-trained Art Therapists and Music
Therapists within children’s cancer centers. These professionals are a part of the medical
team, working closely with physicians, nurses, and child life specialists to foster hope and
healing through individualized treatment plans and opportunities for creative
expression.

Our pilot program at the country's largest childhood cancer launched in mid-2020, with
Leara Glinzak, ATR-BC, MSAT, as the inaugural Faris Foundation Art Therapist at TCH.

Embedded within the hospital's Art's in Medicine program, Melissa Sandoval, MT-BC,
works to ensure each patient’s access to the healing power of music and creativity. She
is currently developing a research protocol, and was recently the first Music Therapist at
MD Anderson to provide music therapy services to a patient in the operating room! 

Through this program, art therapy services are provided Friday through Monday at
bedside, in playrooms, and the clinic, ensuring continuity of care from inpatient to
outpatient treatment. The 2021-2022 Fellowship is held by Sabrina Rodriguez, a
graduate of the School of Visual Arts pursuing licensure in New York State. 

This Fellowship continues the legacy of The Harv Toback
Creative Arts Therapy Fellowship (2017-2020).

Art Therapy Program at Texas Children's Cancer Center

Music Therapy Program at MD Anderson Children's Cancer Hospital

Creative Arts Therapy Fellowship at Mount Sinai Kravis Children's Hospital
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Total Sessions
Patients Served 

per month

918 300

Coping and
resilience

Creative expression

Development and
autonomy

Legacy and memory
making

Family support End-of-life support

Self-empowerment Anxiety reduction

Pain management
Improved emotional

affect

Activities

Individual patient sessions

Family sessions

Group sessions (eg. Adolescent
and Young Adult; Early

Childhood)

Art parties

Weekly TV show

Staff wellness

Heartbeat recordings

Collaborative legacy projects

Caregiver support...and more!

Goals Achieved

ART IS MY LIFE
January - December 2021

every month
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“Though cancer sucked, if I never came to MD Anderson, I would have
never had music therapy and I would have never written and recorded
my own album.” 

This is a direct quote from one of our Young Adult patients at the Children’s
Cancer Hospital. I worked closely with him during his radiation treatments
encouraging him to utilize  his passion for music  to cope with his cancer
diagnosis. During our sessions, he began to write original songs using his
experience with his cancer as his inspiration. He wrote six original songs in
order of different events that occurred throughout this treatment (i.e., initial
diagnosis, moving, radiation, going home). This patient soon added melodic
lines and musical styling to his lyrics, creating his own unique sound. As he
wrote his songs, I worked with him to process the meaning behind his lyrics
and musical stylings, providing a comforting space to express all that he had
been through. As the sessions progressed, the patient grew more confident
in his abilities as a musician. Once he began recording his original pieces on
professional equipment, I began to observe  that this process for him was
not only encouraging but cathartic. 

A patient's mom seemed anxious and would frequently leave the patient’s
room to walk on another floor. I invited her to join our art therapy session.
She seemed surprised to receive the invitation and shared how much she
would like to engage. Her daughter clapped when her mom sat down to
join the art therapy session. The patient and her mom worked together on a
single canvas and took turns painting so they become a participant and
witness to one another. When finished, the painting was hung over the
patient’s bed, and the mom expressed how art therapy gave her relaxation.
After months of working together, this patient’s mom seemed excited for
art therapy sessions and thereafter was always actively engaged. She usually
commented that she felt more at ease and calmer after art therapy sessions,
and her daughter shared how much she enjoyed doing art therapy with her
mom.

– Melissa Sandoval, The Faris Foundation Music Therapist at MD Anderson
Children's Cancer Hospital

– Leara Glinzak, The Faris Foundation Art Therapist at Texas Children's
Cancer Center (2020-2021)
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LET THERE BE GOLD
Our public engagement initiative around childhood cancer
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September 2021 was our most multifaceted and expansive Let There Be
GOLD campaign to date. Activities and initiatives included:

Our Signature GOLD celebrations at children's cancer centers: Texas
Children's Cancer Center, MD Anderson Children's Cancer Hospital, Mount
Sinai Kravis Children's Hospital, and Ronald McDonald House Houston

Public Art Initiatives: 
A collaboration with artist Roni Cabrera of HTX Art Bus for a mobile
participatory art project that brought Roni’s Art Bus decked out in GOLD
to museums, parks, schools, restaurants, and Ronald McDonald House
Houston, reaching over 2,000 individuals across Houston.
“Threads of Gold” with Asia Society Texas Center and Houston
Independent School District: a workshop for art educators in Houston
public schools, as well as a student art contest, with selected artworks
showcased at a special Golden Gallery Night for students and teachers at
Asia Society Texas Center!
A “takeover” of the famed Inktober Instagram account, bringing
awareness of childhood cancer to 1 million followers; more than 800
artworks have been shared in response to our golden prompt:
#inktober52golden



Our GOLDEN partners at Prime brought the Let There Be GOLD spirit to over
2,000 AT&T stores from coast to coast. Every year, the Prime team soars to
new heights to spread awareness of the GOLD ribbon and all that it
represents! Together, our partners at Prime raised over $600,000 for brighter
days and better treatments for children with cancer.

Wendy’s locations in Houston, Laredo and McAllen got in the golden spirit by
selling $2 GOLD wristbands, which entitles customers to free Jr. Frosties for
the rest of the year, and all proceeds donated to The Faris Foundation.

Select Hampton Inn & Suites by Hilton locations joined our Let There Be
GOLD campaign this year, with awareness-raising activities all month long –
from Friday night movie nights under the stars in Austin, to jambalaya
fundraisers in Baton Rouge. 

The Faris Foundation held our inaugural Brighter Days Golf Classic in support
of our mission to bring brighter days and better treatments to children with
cancer. We are especially grateful to our Presenting Sponsors: AT&T, ApexOne
Investment Partners, BodyGuardz, Cricket Wireless, Prime, Prime Canada,
Samsung, and Sun Com Mobile. The event would not have been possible
without our golden volunteers who worked so hard and with so much joy to
make it a special and memorable day. 

LET THERE BE GOLD
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GOLD Carnivals at
children's cancer centers

500 patients and
families

GOLD HTX Art Bus
Over 2,000 kids and

families

 Houston Independent
School District + Asia
Society Texas Center

200,000 students
reached

Inktober
Over 800 artists

participated

Prime AT&T GOLD
Campaign 2,000 stores nationwide

Wendy's Restaurants
Over 10,000 GOLD
wristbands sold

Brighter Days Golf Classic 60+ sponsors

Hampton Inn & Suites
Hotels 6,000 guests

LET THERE BE GOLD
2021 Activities and Impact
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OUR GLOWING
COMMUNITY

A deep bow of gratitude to our innumerable supporters, new and sustained
friends, and customers at AT&T stores and other donors who we never got to
personally thank. Your faith and investment in our work, especially in this
difficult year, has enabled the tremendous impact that you see in this report.
You have brought brighter days and better treatments to children with cancer,
and for that, you have our humble gratitude. We cannot do this – it is a daunting
calling – without our community of light and love – our glowing community. 

For a full list of our corporate and community supporters, please visit our
website (TheFarisFoundation.org/our-team-and-partners/). 
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ONWARDS
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Our uncompromising vision is to be bold and
transformative in bringing brighter days and
better treatments to children with cancer.
This is only possible with the generosity of
your spirit and support. We invite you to
share your light as we follow the heartprint of
a sweet nine year-old. 

“Winning is the only option.” 

Faris D. Virani
Chief Angel Officer, The
Faris Foundation
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ARTWORK BY PASCALE VARENNE 
#INKTOBER52GOLDEN
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